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Abstract. Pronunciation by analogy (PbA) is a data-driven approach to pho-
netic transcription that generates pronunciations for unknown words by exploit-
ing the phonological knowledge implicit in the dictionary that provides the pri-
mary source of pronunciations. Unknown words typically include low-frequency
‘common’ words, proper names or neologisms that have not yet been listed in
the lexicon. It is received wisdom in the ﬁeld that knowledge of the class of
a word (common versus proper name) is necessary for correct transcription, but
in a practical text-to-speech system, we do not know the class of the unknown
word ap r i o r i . So if we have a dictionary of common words and another of proper
names, we do not know which one to use for analogy unless we attempt to infer
the class of unknown words. Such inference is likely to be error prone. Hence
it is of interest to know the cost of such errors (if we are using separate dictio-
naries) and/or the cost of simply using a single, undivided dictionary, effectively
ignoring the problem. Here, we investigate the effect of lexicon composition:
common words only, proper names only or a mixture. Results suggest that high-
transcription accuracy may be achievable without prior classiﬁcation.
1 Introduction
Text-to-phoneme conversion is an integral part of several important speech technolo-
gies. The main strategy to determine pronunciationfrom spelling is to look up the word
in a dictionary (or ‘lexicon’, or ‘lexical database’) to retrieve its pronunciation, since
this is straightforward to implement and yields ∼100% accuracy. However, the set of
all words of a language is unbounded,so is not possible to list them all. Missing words
typicallyincludelow-frequency‘common’words,neologismsandpropernames,i.e.,of
people, streets, companies, etc. Thus, there must be a backup strategy for pronouncing
unknown words not in the dictionary.
One of the most successful backup strategies (vastly superior to expert rules [1]) is
pronunciation by analogy (PbA), which exploits the phonological knowledge implicit
in the dictionary of known words to generate a pronunciationfor an unknown word. So
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far, many variants of PbA have been proposed and evaluated with different lexicons.
With very few exceptions, previous works using PbA assumed that any missing words
tend to be neologisms and so have used a lexicon of common words only. Yet there is
a general consensus in the ﬁeld that knowledge of word class (common word versus
proper name) is essential to high-accuracypronunciation.
In practice, when encountering an unknown word in the input to a text-to-speech
(TTS) system, we would not know if it is a proper name or a common word. It should
be possible to develop techniques for automatic classiﬁcation, but these will never be
entirely error-free. Therefore, one of several aspects to investigating the performance
of PbA is whether or not it makes a difference when the system infers a pronunciation
byanalogywitha lexiconcontaining:(1)knowncommonwordsonly,(2)knownproper
names only, or (3) a mix of common words and proper names.
Ifhighaccuracycanbeobtainedincase(3),thenautomaticclassiﬁcationofunknown
words (with attendant potential for errors) might be avoided. Since PbA infers pronun-
ciations using lexical words most similar (in an analogicalsense) to the unknownword,
there is a reasonable chance of this. In the best case, the pronunciationof a propername
will be inferredpredominantlyby analogywith propernames in the dictionary,whereas
the pronunciation of a common word will be inferred predominantly by analogy with
common words in the dictionary, without having to separate the lexical entries into the
two classes in advance. In this paper, we test this possibility, focusing on the effect that
lexicon composition has on pronunciation accuracy for PbA.
2 Pronunciation by Analogy
An early, inﬂuential PbA system was PRONOUNCE, described by Dedina and Nus-
baum [2]. Since then, there have been many variants, e.g., [3,4,5,6,7,8], more or less
based on PRONOUNCE. The variant of PbA used in this work features several enhance-
ments to PRONOUNCE as detailed in [8]. The pronunciation of an unknown word is
assigned by comparing a substring of the input to a substring of words in the lexi-
con, gaining a phoneme set for each substring that matches, and then assembling the
phoneme sets together to construct the pronunciation. As depicted in Figure 1, this
process is comprised of four components brieﬂy described as follows.
2.1 Aligned Lexical Database
PbA requires a dictionary in which the letters of each word’s spelling are aligned in
one-to-onefashionwith thephonemes(possiblyincluding“nulls”)ofthecorresponding
pronunciation. We use the algorithm of Damper et al. [9] for this.
2.2 Substring Matching
Substring matching is performed between the input letter string and dictionary entries,
starting with the initial letter of the input string aligned with the end letter of the














Fig.1. Dedina and Nusbaum’s PRONOUNCE
their correspondingphonemes(accordingto the prior alignment)and informationabout
their positions in the input string are used to build a pronunciation lattice, as detailed
next. One of the two strings is then shifted relative to the other by one letter and the
matchingprocess continued,until the end letter of the input string aligns with the initial
letter of the dictionary entry. This process is repeated for all entries in the dictionary.
2.3 Building the Pronunciation Lattice
The pronunciation lattice is a directed graph in which information on matching sub-
strings is used to construct nodes and arcs in the lattice for the particular input string.
A lattice node represents a matched letter, Li, at some position, i, in the input. The
node is labelled with its position i in the string and the phoneme correspondingto Li in
the matched substring, Pim say, for the mth matched substring. An arc is labelled with
the phonemes intermediate between Pim and Pjm in the phoneme part of the matched
substring and the frequencycount, increasing by one each time the substring with these
phonemes is matched during the search through the lexicon. If the arcs correspond to
bigrams, the arcs are labelled only with the frequency. The phonemes of the bigram
label the nodes at each end. Additionally, there is a Start node at position 0, and an End
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2.4 Decision Function
Finally,thedecisionfunctionﬁndsthecompleteshortestpath(s)throughthelatticefrom
Start to End. The possible pronunciationsfor the input correspond to the output strings
assembled by concatenating the phoneme labels on the nodes/arcsin the order that they
are traversed.In the case of onlyonecandidatepronunciationcorrespondingto a unique
shortest path, this is selected as the output. If there are tied shortest paths, then the ﬁve
strategies of heuristic scoring of candidate pronunciations proposed in [8] and [10] are
used, and combined by rank fusion to give a ﬁnal result.
3L e x i c a l D a t a b a s e s
Two publicly-available dictionaries have been used in this work: the British English
ExamplePronunciation(BEEP) of commonwords and the Carnegie-MellonUniversity
Dictionary (CMU) of common words and proper names. The former is intended to
documentBritish Englishpronunciations,whereasthe latter containsAmericanEnglish
pronunciations.We have also studied proper-nameand common-wordsubsets of CMU
and mixtures of BEEP and CMU.
3.1 BEEP
BEEP is available as ﬁle beep.tar.gz from ftp://svr-ftp.eng.cam.ac.
uk/comp.speech/dictionaries/. It contains approximately 250,000 word
spellings and their transcriptions. After removing some words that contain non-letter
symbols and/or words with multiple pronunciations, the number of words used in this
work is 198,632. The phoneme set for BEEP consists of 44 symbols.
3.2 CMU Dictionary
CMU contains both common words and proper names, and their phonemic transcrip-
tions. The phoneme set for CMU contains 39 symbols. The latest version (CMU
version 0.6) can be downloaded from http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/
cgi-bin/cmudict. There are some duplicate words, some containing non-letter
symbols and some where the pronunciations obviously does not match the spelling.
These were removed to leave 112,102 words. CMU can be partitioned into two subsets
as follows.
Proper Name Subset. There is no single, easily-available list of proper names and
theirpronunciations.However,a proper-namedictionarycanbedevelopedbyusing
a list of proper names (without pronunciations) together with the standard CMU
version 0.6. The list of names can be downloaded as ﬁle cmunames.lex.gz
from http://www.festvox.org. It includes the most frequent names and
surnames in the USA and their pronunciations[11], from a wide variety of origins.
The procedure was simply to extract from CMU pronunciations for the names on
the ﬁrst list. (Note, however, that some names on this list were not found in CMU.)
We refer to this extracted subset as Names. The number of proper names in Names
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Common Word Subset. After extracting the proper names from CMU as above, the
remaining words form the common word subset of 59,191 words. We call this
dictionary Com.
Finally, we have used a ‘Mixture’ dictionary; a combination of the BEEP and Names
dictionaries. Because different phoneme sets are used by the two dictionaries, we need
to collapse the larger of the two (BEEP) onto the smaller (CMU), so that there is
a uniform inventory of phonemes. This is the process of harmonisation [1]. Precise
details of the harmonisation scheme are omitted for the sake of space.
4R e s u l t s
Performance was evaluated using a leave-one-out strategy. That is, each word was
removed in turn from the dictionary and a pronunciation derived by analogy with the
remaining words. Results are reported in terms of words correct, i.e., the number of
wordsforwhichallphonemesofthetranscriptionexactlymatchallthe phonemesofthe
corresponding word in the lexicon. Stress assignment has been ignored for simplicity.
Table 1 shows the results of PbA with BEEP, Names and the Mixture dictionary for
all combinations of the three dictionaries as test set and lexical database. It should be
noted that all entries are signiﬁcantly different from one another (binomial tests, one-
tailed, p ∼ 0). As can be seen, best results for a given test-set dictionary are achieved
when the same dictionary is used as the lexical database. Much higher accuracy is
achievedwhenBEEP is used as the test set and lexical database (87.50%wordscorrect)
than when Names is used as the test set and lexical database (68.35% words correct).
This is to beexpectedinview ofthe diversityoforiginof thepropernamesanddifferent
degrees of asssimilation into English [12,13], making their pronunciations harder to
infer. Cross-lexicontesting leads to a very large deteriorationin performance.Although
it is tempting to think that this indicates that proper name transcription is a harder
problem than common name transcription, the difference could be due primarily or
solely to the different sizes of lexicon, since PbA transcription accuracy is a strong
function of dictionary size, increasing as the size of dictionary increases [14].
Using the Mixturesdictionaryas both test set and lexical database reﬂects the practi-
cal situation in which no attempt is made to classify the word class, merely treating all
words as from the same class. Here the relevant result is 78.08% words correct, a long
way below the performance when words from BEEP are pronounced by analogy with
the entire BEEP dictionary. Note that a simple weighted linear sum of the BEEP/BEEP
and Names/Names results (where the weights are the proportions of the two classes of
word)wouldpredicta resultof83.5%wordscorrect,someway abovethe78.08%result
actually obtained. In effect, this weighted linear sum forms an upper bound on the
performance that could be obtained if we had a perfect means of identifying the class
of any input word.
In the results of the previous paragraph, the Mixture dictionary is of course hetero-
geneous, consisting of a British English lexicon of common words (whose phoneme
set has had to be harmonised to CMU) and an American English dictionary of proper
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Table 1. Percentage words correctly transcribed by PbA for BEEP, Names and Mixture
dictionaries
Lexicon
Test set BEEP Names Mixture
BEEP 87.50 15.93 83.62
Names 23.57 68.35 55.08
Mixture 73.34 26.62 78.08
Table 2. Percentage words correctly transcribed by PbAwith Com, Names and CMU dictionaries
Lexicon
Test set Com Names CMU
Com 75.67 28.20 75.94
Names 38.63 68.35 51.10
CMU 64.36 39.18 72.13
the performanceof PbA when the three dictionaries(commonwords, propernames and
mixture) are homogeneous, all being derived from CMU. That is, we have used Com,
Names and CMU as the three dictionaries. In this case, CMU acts as the dictionary
of ‘mixtures’ (containing both common words and proper names.) Table 2 shows the
corresponding results.
Here, the pattern of results is quite similar except for the case of common words
tested against the full CMU dictionary. The Com vs. Com result of 75.67% words
correct is not signiﬁcantly different from the Com vs. CMU result of 75.94% words
correct (binomial test, two-tailed, p =0 .876). That is, extending the lexical database
from Com to CMU when testing Com did not lead to any deterioration in performance,
unlike the corresponding BEEP/Mixture case where there was a large deterioration.
We are inclined to believe that the difference is due to the inhomogeneity of the latter
(Mixture)dictionary,andthe avoidanceof harmonisationforCom/CMU. Thus, we give
more credence to the results of Table 2 than to those of Table 1.
The very positive Com/CMU result is intriguing. Why does Com vs. CMU, where
there is a partial mismatch of the test set and lexicon, perform as well as Com vs.
Com, where there is not? It cannot be because proper names are similar in some way
to common words with respect to pronunciation by analogy, since this interpretation
is denied by all the other results. For instance, there is a huge drop in performance
(binomial test, one-tailed, p ∼ 0) when testing Names against the full CMU dictionary,
indicating that proper names have some special characteristics different from common
words,asexpectedfromtheirdiversity.ThemostlikelyexplanationisthatPbAissome-
how successful in forming strong analogies between common test words and common
words in the CMU lexicon, while analogies between these words and the proper names
in the lexicon (i.e., the ‘wrong’ class) are much weaker. This interpretation is currently
under investigation.
Let us turn ﬁnally to the result of most practical interest; that is, the comparison
of Com vs. Com with CMU vs. CMU. This reﬂects the situation where we have a470 T. Soonklang, R.I. Damper, and Y. Marchand
single, undivided lexicon in the TTS system. Here, the relevant ﬁgures are 75.67% and
72.13% words correct, respectively. This latter ﬁgure is almost exactly what we would
predict from a weighted linear sum of the Com vs. Com and Name vs. Names results.
This is an important ﬁnding, since it constitutes compelling evidence for independent
errorsfor the two differentclasses of word.It supportsthe workinghypothesisof strong
analogies between test words of a particular class and lexical entries of the same class
and weak analogies between test words of a particular class and lexical entries of the
other class. If correct, this means there would be no advantage to attempting automatic
inference of input-word class, since the analogy process itself.
5 Conclusions
Pronunciation by analogy has been described and tested with different lexicon compo-
sitions: common words only, proper names only, and a mixture of the two. Although
we attempted to exploit the existence of the large BEEP dictionary, the attempt was
complicated by the absence of a list of proper names and their pronunciations for
British English. Thus, we believe that our most credible results are those for American
EnglishusingtheCMUdictionary,andcommon-wordandproper-namesubsetsthereof.
In this case, excellent performance has been obtained on the mixture, comparable to
that on common names alone. This intriguing result suggests that there may be no
need for automatic word class categorisation (common word versus proper name) to be
attempted, with its attendant dangers of mis-classiﬁcation. This interpretation is greatly
strengthenedbytheobservationthatthe resultwhentestingallavailablewordsisalmost
exactly that predicted by a linear sum of the individual word accuracies, weighted by
the relative proportionsof common words and proper names, respectively, in CMU. As
this predictionis based on assuming independenceof errorsfor the two classes of word,
it can be viewed as an upper bound on performance for a mixed lexicon.
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